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Abstract 
A sequence of rational numbers is defined and used to derive a simple relation between Stirling 
numbers of the first kind and generalized harmonic numbers. Number theoretic properties of 
generalized harmonic numbers have been studied in previous work. However, the emphasis here 
is to study and obtain combinatorial properties of these numbers. 
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1. Introduction 
Numerous sequences of  integers arise in many areas of mathematics. An inventory 
of what are apparently the best-known integer sequences appears in [6]. However, 
sequences of rational numbers which have properties that attract interest seem rare in 
mathematics. 
The purpose of this paper is to define a sequence of rational numbers which behaves 
like, and is related to, Stirling numbers of the first kind. Denote this sequence as c~ 
for n ~> 1 and r/> 0. Table 1 contains the values of  c~, for 1 ~< n ~< 8 and 0 ~< r ~< 7. Like 
Stirling numbers of the first kind, these numbers alternate in sign and have similar 
boundary conditions. The sequence c~ is used to derive a simple relation between 
Stirling numbers and generalized harmonic numbers. Generalized harmonic numbers, 
H i, of  rank r, are defined as, 
1 (1.1) 
H:  : non  . . . n r  
t/t)+'" d-nr <~ n 
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Table 1 
r Stirling like rational numbers c n 
F 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 n 0 
1 -1  
2 -1  1 
3 -1  _3 -1  2 
4 -1  1 -2  
5 -1  5 _5  
3 
6 -1  1 -5  
7 --1 7 _7  
3 
8 -1  4 _28 
3 
1 
5 
5 -1  
5 -3  
2 
35 7 
4 2 
7 -14  
1 
_7 -1  
2 
14 -4  
3 
or, equivalently, as 
- ( -1 )n+r  (dn( ln ')r+l t ) (1.2) 
Hr  --  n! \ (dt)nt  = 1 " 
Glaisher [4] suggests a relation between unsigned Stifling numbers and generalized 
harmonic numbers. Exercise 12 in [1] shows that H ° -- ] Sn+l,2 ]/n!. In [4] and sub- 
sequent papers [2,3, 5] the emphasis was on proving congruences  of harmonic numbers. 
The purpose of this paper is to define a new sequence of Stirling like rational numbers, 
establish some properties of these numbers and use them to show the exact relation 
between generalized harmonic numbers and Stirling numbers. 
2. A rational sequence of Stirling like numbers 
Denote the numerator and denominator of Hn ~, as N,~ and D[,, respectively. Define 
the following sequence r of rational numbers: 
c ° = -1 ,  n~>l, 
c~ -1 =( -1 )  n, n>~2, 
c r = O, n<, r ,  
Dr-1  
r n n_ lc r_  1 ~<n 2. (2.1) 
Cn- -  r + l ~ n - l ,  2<~r  --  
- -n  
Eq. (2.1) cannot  be used to calculate Cn l, that is, the case when r = 1. This case will 
be considered below. 
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Lemma 2.1. For 2<~r~n-  2, 
nD~n_ l r - -  r 
Cn Cn-- 1 
D~ 
1 Dr -1 r-1 
- -  _ _  C n • r+ 1 D r 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Proof. Use induction on n and r. Assume that Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) hold for c~ where 
either i < r, j < n or both. By the induction hypothesis applied to Eq. (2.2), 
r--1 
crn--1 nDn-1 r-I 
- -  ~ Cn--| 
r--1 [ r r  nDn_ 1 r + 1 Dnc n 
Dr7 -1 n D~Z'I 
(r + 1)D~ r 
where the bracketed expression was obtained by solving for c~-11 in Eq. (2.1). Solving 
for c r in the last equation above yields (2.3). Next, apply the induction hypothesis to 
Eq. (2.3), 
1 or=l '  r - - I  
cr--  1 - -  - -  Cn-- 1 
r+ l  Dr i 
r g 1 r+ l  Dnc n 
r--1 r+ l  n D~ I 
r r Oncn 
nD; ~ ll " 
The expression in brackets was obtained by solving for C~ll in Eq. (2.1). Solving for 
c~ in the last equation above yields (2.2). This proves the lemma. [] 
By the previous lemma, the numbers c~ can be defined by either Eq. (2.1), (2.2) 
or (2.3) when 2<~r<~n-2. When r = 1 define c~ by Eq. (2.2). The boundary conditions 
o -1  and n-1 r c n = c n = ( -1 )  n, together with Eq. (2.2), enable the c n to be computed 
for all values of n and r. Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) provide two alternative formulas for 
computing cr when 2 ~< r ~< n - 2. The next lemma gives a simple formula for the c,~. 
Lemma 2.2. The c~ can be computed by the followin9 formula: 
( -1 ) r+ ln(n -1) . . . ( r+2)  
c~= 
Dr 
= (--1)r+l[n]n-~-I 
Dr 
where [n]j = n(n - 1) . . .  (n - j + 1) is the fallin9 factorial. 
(2.4) 
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Proof. Use Eq. (2.2) and induction. [] 
3. Relation between c~ and Stirling numbers 
In order to see the relationship between the c,~ and Stirling numbers of the first kind 
the following property of generalized harmonic numbers is needed. 
Lemma 3.1. The generalized harmonic numbers, H i ,  satisfy the equations 
1 , -1  
r - E ~H r -  1 H,~ = n [(r + 1, k + HI] (3.1) 
k=l 
n-1 1 r-1 
: E n_--S-kHk " (3.2) 
k=l  
Proof. Use Eq. (1.2) and Leibnitz's formula for the nth derivative of the product of 
two functions. The proof is a bit long but straightforward. [] 
The next result shows that the c~ satisfy a recursion formula similar to one that 
Stirling numbers of the first kind satisfy. This is the primary reason why the two are 
related. 
Theorem 3.1. The c r satisfy the fo l low&g recurrence." 
r r r r r - -1  ~r r - - i  c,N~ = nc,_ lN~_ 1 - c,_l~v,_ 1 . 
Proof. Use Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and (3.1). By Eq. (3.1), 
n- - I  
N,~ _ 1E[ ( r  + 1)H~_ l +/_/~], 
D r n ~=l 
n--11 ,--1 U;] 
nN~=D~ E ( r+ l )~+D r l '  
/= l  kJ 
n-l[ )/-1 
r r E - -+  nc, N n = crD~ n (r + 1 Nk_l  r ' 
e=l ; Dk J 
c , rN=~ n ( r+ l )D  ~ +  . 
k=l  
By Eq. (2.2), 
r nD~-l  r 
c" -- D~ Cn 1 • 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Substitute for c~, on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.4) to get 
cnNn~ r - -  DrnDrn-lrn D r c"-1 Z..,~n-l[k=, ( r+l  ) Nr-lk;_l + N~]Dkjr 
r r k N~ 
=Cn- lOn- lE  (r + 1)D~ + ~ 
k=l 
r r k k r r 
=Cn-lDn-lEk:l ( r+ 1)D'--~-I +D-(rk  k +¢n- lDn- I  ( r+ l'Dr-ll + Dr-lJ 
=(n-l)[ n-1 Ek=~ (r+l) ----~+D~J +c~_~N~_, 
D ~ 
±t ±--'r--'" n -1  r ~rr-- I  l) ~_q-_l Cn-l~V,_l 
,Dr -1  r xrr--I 
= (n --  1 )c r_ lNr_  1 + crn_ lNr_  1 q - ( r  q-  1 )~s- - ( _ len_ l lVn_  1 
l -)n_ 1 
D r 
r r ..~ n--1 r ~rr-- I  = ncn_lNn_ 1 + (r + l)h-'~-~_lCn_l lVn_ 1. (3.5) 
~n- -  1 
By Eq. (2.3t, 
r--I 1 r L/n--I r--I 
Cn_ l  - -  _ _  Cn_  1 • r r+ l  Dn_ 1 
Substitute for c,~_ 1 on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.5) to get 
c,N; - r r I~D~_I 1 Dr-_ l  1 On--1 ] Nn-1  r r r -1  r -  
-- ncn_lNn_ 1 + (r + .,Dr_11 r + 1 Dr_, 
r r r - - I  ~rr - -1  
= nCn_ lNn_  1 - Cn_ l lYn_  1 . 
This proves the theorem. [] 
The numbers c r are related to Stifling numbers of the first kind according to the 
following formula. 
Theorem 3.2. Let s,,r denote a Stirling number of the first kind in the usual way. 
Then 
crn Nr = ( -  1 )nsn+l,r+ 2. (3.6) 
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Proof. Use Eq. (3.3) and induction, 
crnN r = ncr ,N~_, - Crn-',N::~ 
= n( -  1)n-'Sn, r+2 - -  (__ 1)n-'Sn, r+l 
= ( - -1 )  n-1 [nSn, r+ 2 --  Sn, r+,]  
~-( - -1 )  n [Sn, r+, - -  nSn,r+2] 
= ( -  1 )nsn+, , r+ 2. 
This proves the theorem. [] 
Consider the sum 
Z 1 , (3.7) 
n O . . .  nr  
no-[-...-}-nr=n 
and let E r be the numerator of the rational number equal to the sum in (3.7). 
A straightforward esult is given by the next lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. The numerators N~ and E r are related by 
N r_  D r u ; _ ,+e  r 
Dr_ ,  
The numbers c~ are also related to Stifling numbers by means of  the E r. 
(3.8) 
Theorem 3.3. The E r are related to Stirling numbers by the formula 
cre~ = ( -  1 )nSn, r+ 1 . (3.9) 
Proof. Use Eqs. (3.3), (3.6) and (3.8). By Eq. (3.8), 
N,~- Dr N,~_ 1 +En r 
D;_~ 
__ nCrn-1 ~rr q-Ern,  
U ,n_  1 c~ 
r r r r r r 
cnN n = +cnEn nCn- lNn-  1 
r ,r  r r r r 
= - -  nen_ lYn_  1 cnE  n cnN n 
= nern_lNr_, -- Crn-_llNr-~ _ ncrn_,Nr_l 
r--1 ~r - - l  
= - -Cn_ l lYn_  1 
= - - ( - - l )n - l sn , r+ 1 
= ( - -  l )nSn, r+l .  [] 
A recurrence similar to (3.3), but involving the E~ is given by the next theorem. 
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Theorem 3.4. The E~ satisfy the recurrence 
c~E~ (n r r r--1 r-1 (3.10) = -- 1)Cn_ lEn_  1 q -Cn_ lEn_  1. 
Proof. Use Eq. (3.9) and induction. [] 
The generalized harmonic numbers can be expressed in terms of the Stirling numbers 
in the following way. 
Theorem 3.5. The harmonic numbers, Hi, satisfy the formula 
[n]n_r_lH r = (-1)n-~-l sn+a,~+2. (3.11) 
Proof. Use Eqs. (2.4) and (3.6). [] 
From Eq. (3.11) the following recurrence for the generalized harmonic numbers 
themselves i easily obtained. 
Theorem 3.6. The harmonic numbers, Hi, satisfy the recurrence formula 
r+ l  r--I r 
H i - (3.12) H;_, + H~_,. 
n 
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